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Spot freight rates and their short-term expectations is a simple function of
stem counts and available tonnage. Tonnage availability can be further
broken down to the “vessel list”, prompt ships in the near-vicinity and the
“ballaster list”, potential candidates for hire in the coming weeks. For each
vessel size segment, the distribution and total count of ballasters across
different zones is influenced by a myriad mix of factors such as location of
major importers for prominent tradeflows, bunkers prices determining the
cost of ballasting to a different basin, freight disparity across basins
encouraging and discharge port congestion levels etc.

By following the various ballaster lists heading to main cargo loading
zones/countries, this allow market participants to have a rouge gauge on
where freight rates (across different basins) would pivot eventually,
assuming cargo shipments from the various main exporters are in line
with the past seasonality, not subjected to last-minute disruptions. In this
issue, using AXS Marine data, lets look at the more pertinent ballasters list
(sorted by their incumbent locations) for the past 6 months (2H OCT-21 to
1H APR-22), comparing it on a y.o.y basis (2H OCT-20 to 1H APR-21) to sieve
out some intriguing insights.

WKLY AVERAGE W-o-W Δ

CAPESIZE 5TC 14 955$           28,46%

PANAMAX BPI 82 27 043$           3,10%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 29 330$           7,95%

HANDYSIZE BHSI 38 27 137$           1,43%

CAPESIZE 5TC 30 000$           3,23%

PANAMAX BPI 82 27 000$           3,57%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 35 000$           9,38%

CAPESIZE 5TC 26 150$           1,32%

PANAMAX BPI 82 24 750$           2,94%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 27 000$           28,57%

Weekly Ave Baltic Prices as of 26-04-22

BALTIC INDEX

6-MONTH PERIOD RATES

1-YEAR PERIOD RATES

BFA's Ave Assesssment as of 26-04-22

Brokers' Assesssment as of 26-04-22

CAPESIZE 5TC 29 821$           3,86%

PANAMAX BPI 82 27 600$           7,92%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 31 633$           4,55%

CAPESIZE 5TC 34 521$           2,31%

PANAMAX BPI 82 28 172$           5,10%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 29 304$           4,55%

CAPESIZE 5TC 30 693$           0,32%

PANAMAX BPI 82 25 354$           2,94%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 24 646$           4,63%

CAPESIZE 5TC 22 363$           1,58%

PANAMAX BPI 82 18 068$           1,87%

SUPRAMAX BSI 58 16 721$           0,22%

Q3-22 CONTRACT

Q4-22 CONTRACT

CAL-23 CONTRACT

Baltic Closing Price as of 26-04-22

FORWARD FREIGHT AGREEMENT

JUN-22 CONTRACT

VLSFO 851,00$     0,93% 838,70$         0,29%

IFO 380 739,20$     2,35% 634,50$         0,78%

LSMGO 1 145,20$   4,23% 1 267,70$      11,25%

BUNKER PRICES

SINGAPORE ROTTERDAM

Weekly Ave Bunker Prices as of 26-04-22

Ballasters heading to Australia, no surprise, are mainly drawn from South-
East Asia and Far East zones, given the iron ore trade between Far East
nations (mainly China) with the Oceania country. At any point, on average,
the ratio of South-East Asia and Far East ballasters stand at 6:4. We can
observe that ballasters figures tend to dipped significantly in both
December month(s) in tune with the lull winter output cuts mandated by
Chinese authorities. The ballaster list subsequently begin to dip again
about 2 weeks prior the commencement of the Lunar New Year holidays.
Interestingly, by last April, Australian ballasters began to pick up again on
the back of Chinese fiscal stimulus. In contrast, this phenomenon did not
materialize this year, a worrying indicator of the lack of demand appetite
from China and weather-related disruptions.
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Ballasters Breakdown

For ECSA destination, it draws from a larger pool of candidates, mainly from South Atlantic, South Africa,
South-East Asia and Indian Ocean. The ballaster figures peaked (c.170 #) at end October before steadily
declining to just above 100# by 1H January, then resume to a jumpstart as seen in last year. Since the
beginning of 2022, the average amount of ballasters for ECSA had been drastically lower than a year
before, a somber indication of the lack of shipments from Brazil due to heavy rain. However, on the flip
side, once Brazilian cargoes start to churn, the relatively lower ballaster count thus far would favour the
C14 freight rate greatly. We also observed in the latter period, small pockets of ballasters in North West
Africa is spotted, probably due to increased activity in Guinea (to be discussed later) which provide more
optionality in shipowners’ ballast choices.

For Guinea, ballaster came mainly from Indian Ocean, South Africa and South Atlantic. At a y.o.y basis for
the same 6-month period, the latter period had seen a significant boost in ballasters heading to Guinea
for its bauxite cargoes. In the former period, the upper range had been c.40# as compared to the latter
period of c.50#. From Feb-22, the ballaster figures dropped sharply, in tandem with reduced Chinese
industrial activity with renewed lockdowns.
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Ballasters Breakdown

The impact of (delaying) harvesting crops is clear by comparing these 2 distinct periods. The late
harvesting of Brazilian soybeans that occurred in late 2020/beg 2021 meant that ballasters heading to
ECSA hit its peak only by 2H Feb-21, as compared to 2H Jan-22 for this current crop year. We also witnessed
increase participation from ex-Northwest Africa in the latter period, perhaps a sign of a lack of cargoes in
the Atlantic basin (during Mar & Apr-22) that compelled shipowners to more actively court front-haul
grain cargoes to reposition back to the Pacific basin.

The fervor of USG exports had certainty muted over time by comparing these 2 distinct periods. The
heightened appetite for US corn by China during Q4-2020 to Q1-2021 meant more ballaster candidates
from the South Atlantic basin (from North Coast South America to South Atlantic) were enticed which are
noticeably absent this time round. As of writing, the number of USG ballasters had dwindled to a 4-year
low, which should bode well if USG shipments start to ramp up in the short-term.
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Transatlantic
A kmx fixed usd 27,500 basis continent for tct via NCSA to Skaw-Gib

ECSA-Far East
A Kmx fixed usd 25,000 basis Singapore for tct via ECSA to Singapore–Japan
A kmx fixed usd 26,000 basis Lumut for tct via ECSA to Feast
A kmx fixed usd 30,000 basis Paradip for tct via ECSA to Feast

Fronthauls: USG-Far East
A Kmx fixed usd 40,000 for tct via USG to Feast

Pacific
A Kmx fixed usd 23,000 basis Dafeng for tct via Newcastle to Japan 
A kmx fixed usd 27,000 basis delivery Weihai for tct via ECAussie
trip Singapore – Japan

For Nopac round
A kmx fixed usd 20,500 basis Inchon for Nopac rv

Period
A kmx fixed 5/7 months delivery China redelivery Wordlwide at usd 30,000
A Kmx fixed for 4/6 months delivery Xingang redelivery Worldwide at usd 31,500

After a slow start due to Easter holidays, activity picked up on
Tuesday as W.Australia majors and Japanese/Korean receivers
entered the market. Despite better supply and demand outlook,
fixing levels initially went down as C5 fixed from 9.35 all the way
down to 8.75. In the meantime, coal enquiries into India picked
up considerably due to dwindling domestic stockpiles and
traders restocking before the start of the monsoon season.

Up to 10 ships were rumoured fixed for Indonesia/India, while
RBCT/India was also covered around 11pmt. With quite a few
ships cleared out and miners still active, rates took a decisive
turn on Thursday as C5 climbed though the high 9’s to reach the
high 10’s at the end of the week. Levels up to 30k were reported
for a long Pacific Round.

The ballasting routes followed a similar pattern. C17 moved up
from the mid 17’s to the mid 19’s. The Brazilian major miner was
finally seen taking ships for end April and early May, paying
around 25pmt basis C3. Meanwhile, quite a few West African
requirements hit the market for mid/end May, fixing up to
around 28pmt C3 equivalent. Mid May arrivals in Brazil remain
tight and ships from the North Atlantic are pricing on some
cargoes from West Africa and North Brazil.

Last week also saw some activity from West Coast Canada as Port
Cartier/Far East was covered at mid 31’s and in the 32’s.
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Pacific

Atlantic

In the USG / NCSA, market improved after the Easter Holidays. Many
vessels were fixed last week and as a consequence, the number of
ships available on the Handies and Supramaxes list are visibly lesser
for this week. Hence, owners are encouraged to increase their ideas
on the time charter market, asking around $2,000 -$3,000 usd/day
more on a w-o-w basis.
Strong numbers were fixing on handies, inter Caribbeans are trading
at $40,000/day with grains, trans-atlantic at $38,000/day.
Looking at the ECSA, in contrast with USG, owners need to revise their
offers down in order to secure employments for their vessels.
Cargoes out of Brazil were fixed on Supramax for a Trans-Atlantic at
$43,000 day and Ultramax end up at $45,000. On the Fronthaul side, a
few fixtures for Ultramaxes were reported at $23,000 + $1,300,000 BB
ex-ECSA.
For Continent, market is still struggling with the reluctance of both
owners and charterers to venture to this area which result in less
cargoes being shipped. As such, Continent appeared to be in slower
motion, as compared to other markets. Presently, Handies on the
Continent earn similar levels to Supramaxs. Despite a slight uptick in
scrap enquiries by Turkish buyers, the market remained rather dull
and uneventful. This is evident as trips to ECSA on Handies have
been discounted below $20,000 whilst trips to USG are still hovering
above.
With the Greek holidays, the past week ended on a quiet note until
the beginning of this week.

Pacific market firmed up last week due to the strong showing of
nickel ore stems. In addition, we are attending to more coal
inquiries from Vietnam and Thailand. Taking a step back, it seems
that the Chinese coal market is still a tad soft due to 1) The annual
maintenance season for most Chinese power plants and 2) Major
cities like Shanghai in locked-down mode. On the other hand, the
congestion in CIK range played a certain role in keeping freight
rates up.

Stamford Eagle (61,530 dwt; 2016) delivery Kohsichang on subs trip
via Indonesia redelivery Cambodia $32,000 – CNR
Xiangsheng Harmony (52,307 dwt; 2004) open Singapore trip via
Indonesia redelivery S.China $31,000 - CNR
Xin Hai Tong 28 (56,815dwt; 2011) passing spore 26/27 Apr on subs
trip via Indonesia redel Thailand $33,000 – CNR

On the period side, we heard both Mv Huayang Lily (63,000 dwt) and
Mv Huyang Rose (63,000 dwt), open Singapore/Japan range in May,
were fixed at incredibly high levels of 116% index link+ floor rate for
one year period.

Overall, we expect the Pacific market to be firm heading to next
week despite Singapore and China’s looming holidays ahead.
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Global Crude Steel Production Drops by 6.8% in Q1
Crude steel production declined by 28 mln mt (c. 6.8% y-o-y) to 456.6 mln mt globally in the first quarter of 2022. WSA data shows
that production in China, South Korea and Japan decreased by 10.5%, 3.8% and 2.9% respectively, falling to 243.4 mln mt, 16.9 mln
mt and 23 mln mt. Output in Russia slightly reduced by 0.2 mln mt to 18.7 mln mt. US output barely changed, maintained at 20.3
mln mt. India is the only expansion momentum among top steel producing countries, increasing by 1.8 mln mt (5.9% y-o-y) to a
historically high 31.9 mln mt. EU produced 36.8 mln mt, down 3.8% y-o-y.

A statement released by China’s NDRC reiterates its persistent plan on crude steel production cut in 2022. NDRC, MIIT and NBS of
China will work together to pursue a high-quality development in steel industry. Spokesman from NDRC emphasized that districts
including Jing-Jing-Ji (Beijing, Tianjing and Hubei), Yangtze River Delta and Fenwei Plain is of major concern to air pollution
prevention. These areas represent majority shares of steel production and consumption in China.

Steel plant Ilyich and Azovstal in Mariupol, producing 5.1mln mt and 3.8 mln mt of pig iron last year, are still in blackout.
Zaporizhstal plant is said to restart in early April and is projected to enhance output to 150,000~170,000 mt in May. Kametstal is
the only plant of Metinvest maintaining its capacity at pre-war level so far. Metinvest is estimated to provide western buyers 1 mln
mt iron ore by the end of March.

U.S. steel and iron imports reached 8.5 mln mt in the first quarter of 2022, a 27.8% increase from the same period last year,
according to report published by U.S Census Bureau. Canada accounted for the largest share of U.S. imports at 19.3% (1.6 mln mt),
followed by Mexico at 18.1% (1.5 mln mt) and Brazil at 11.2% (0.9 mln mt). U.S. got applications to import 3.1 mln mt and 2.3 mln mt
of steel & iron in March and February respectively. Applications to standard pipes, wire rods and hot rolled sheets rose sharply
last month.

In Q1 production results statement, Rio Tinto posted a 6% fall in first-quarter iron ore production from the same period last year
and a 15% drop in quarterly terms. Rio Tinto produced 71.7 mln mt of iron ore in Pilbara, 2.4 mln mt of pellets and concentrate in
IOC. Shipments from Pilbara dipped to 71.5 mln mt, 8% lower than the first quarter of 2021. Ongoing resources shortage has been
continuing challenging commissioning of Gudai-Darri and production ramp up at Robe Valley. However, Rio Tinto remains its
forecast on first ore from Gudai-Darri in the second quarter of 2022 and keep whole year shipments target at 320~335 mln mt
unchanged.

Vale reported a disillusioning first-quarter iron ore production, plunging to 63.9 mln mt from 82.5 mln mt (22.5% decrease from
Q421), the weakest performance compared to the corresponding period since dam failure. Sales dived to 53.6 mln mt, 9.6% lower
than the same period over last year. Production decrease in Northern and Southern Systems was not offset by increase in
Southeastern System. Reduction in Northern System is largely due to licensing delays in Serra Norte and crusher installation in
S11D. Southern System was most affected by the heavy rains in January.

Data Sources: WSA

Rio Tinto and VALE Reported Disappointing Q1 Production
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Coal Supply Crisis Brewing In India

As per the latest data released by the Central
Electricity Authority (CEA) of India, coal stocks at
more than 150 thermal power plants in India that
have coal linkages with state miners CIL and SCCL
have touched the critical level where the coal stocks
have fallen below 25% of the quantum required to
keep it operational.

The biggest reason for the coal shortage is the
increasing power demand. In 2022, the power
demand rose to 132 BU from 124.2 BU per month in
2021. Energy demand has shot up due to an upswing
in the economic activities and at the same time, the
country is heading towards the peak summer
season. According to the India Meteorological
Department, temperatures in India rose to 42.6-
degree Celsius last week on 20th Apr and are
expected to touch 44 degrees in the weeks to come.

What Government Is Doing To Mitigate The Shortage?

Apparently, it is not a coal crisis but a demand-
supply disparity. While demand is rising, supply has
been disrupted due to a lack of railway rakes to
transport coal and lower coal imports. Presently,
only 412 rakes are available as against the daily
requirement of 453 rakes. Besides, the power
producers are importing less fuel due to higher
prices.

The Power Ministry has directed the states to import
coal for blending purposes. The Centre has
instructed power producers to increase the blending
of imported coal from 4% to 10% to overcome the
shortage. Meanwhile imported coal-based
independent power producers (IPP) were instructed
to operate their power plants at full capacity to
reduce pressure on domestic coal-based power
plants. The Ministry has also allowed these IPPs to
pass on the higher fuel costs to end consumers till
December to cope with rising coal prices.

Reportedly the Coal Ministry has echoed a similar
sentiment in its statement while announcing that
India has enough coal stocks to meet more than 30
days of demands and there is no need to panic, 72.5
mln mt of coal stocks are lying with Coal India Ltd.
Meanwhile, CIL has raised its production by more
than 25% to 26.4 mln mt during the first half of April.
However, rising temperatures in summer and logistic
constraints in monsoon will push these power plants
to stock well in advance.

Of the 164 operational thermal power plants, 85
plants fired by domestic coal while 12 plants running
on imported coal have hit critical levels.

Reason Behind Coal shortage

There have been many
speculations about the coal
shortages in the thermal plants
of India but when we analyze
the situation with binocular
vision, it is understood that the
prevailing coal crisis has more
to do with the logistics
difficulties than production
scarcities. According to the CEA
data, out of the 97 coal-fired
plants with critical stocks, 26
plants are facing issues with the
unavailability of railway rakes

to transport coal, 19 plants are reportedly not able
to lift more coal through road mode, 5 plants are not
getting supplies due to their outstanding dues, 13
plants to augment coal from captive mines, and
there are hardly 14 plants that are facing actual
supply shortages from the state miners whilst 11
plants that run on imported coal will stock up coal
through imports.
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The IGC Project A Slight Contraction For 2022-23 
Global Grains Production

The International Grains Council recently published its 2022-23 supply
and demand grains projections. Total grains production estimate has
been cut by 13 mln mt to 2,2276 mln mt partly due to the Black Sea
conflict. In fact, production is projected to slightly contract for corn (-
13 mln mt), sorghum (-2 mln mt) and wheat (-1 mln mt). Meanwhile,
world consumption is projected to increase by less than 1% to 2,302
mln mt, even though market is expecting slower growth in food and
feed uses related to higher prices. Lower maize and wheat stocks lead
to tighter global grain stocks estimations projected to be 26 mln lower
y-o-y to 581 mln mt. And finally, the IGC estimates a 2% decline for the
global grain trade to 407 mln mt for 2022-23 season.

Corn production is forecasted to fall by 13 mln mt to 1,197 billion tons
due to large cut in Ukrainian crops following Russia’s invasion. Indeed,
the IGC estimate about 55% decrease of Ukraine’s corn crop that is set
now to 18.6 mln mt for 2022-23 season. The USA corn crop is also set to
decline to 376.6 mln mt for 2022-23 season compared to 383.9 mln mt
the previous one. Global corn stocks and trade were respectively
lowered by 21 mln mt (265 mln mt for 2022-23) and 4 mln mt (171 mln
mt).

Global wheat production forecast for 2022-23 is estimated to decline
by one million mt to 780 mln mt, again, mainly due to the black sea
conflict and a huge cut on Ukrainian crop (19.4 mln mt vs 33.0 mln mt).
However, the inter-governmental agency forecast larger crops that
could offset the Ukrainian loss, notably in Russia (82.5 mln mt vs 75.0
mln mt) and Canada (31.6 mln mt vs 21.7 mln mt). Global wheat
consumption is expected to increase by 7 mln mt to 785 mln mt for
2022-23 season, and ending stocks are projected 5 mln mt down to 277
mln mt.

Soybeans global production for 2022-23 is forecasted to increase by
10% y-o-y to 383 mln mt, which is considered by the IGC a new peak
linked to bigger crops in the three majors. Thus, trade and
consumption are expected to respectively increase by 7% (166 mln mt)
and 4% y-o-y (373 mln mt).

Indian Heat Wave Threatening Wheat Harvest
India has been considered lately as one of the alternative origins for
wheat exports that could help to offset the black sea wheat shortfall
created by Russia’s invasion in Ukraine.
Hopes are high for Indian wheat new marketing year (April-March)
2022-23, that is forecasted to reach a record production of 110 mln mt
according to the U.S .Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural
Service (FAS). Exports are also projected to hit a new record of 10 mln
mt.

Recently, according to the India Meteorological Department, the
country suffered from its hottest March in 122 years, and it continued
during April. This heat wave hit the main wheat growing regions in
northwest India. Farmers fears suffering badly from this heat wave
and some of them already reported that their wheat crop was down
by 60% compared to normal harvests.

Experts fears that this heat shock will bring down wheat yields by 15
to 20%. This could eventually pressurize even more the global wheat
market that is already tight with the black sea shortfall and high
prices levels.
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COAL FREIGHT MATRIX

GRAIN FREIGHT MATRIX

NEW CASTLE AUS 40,85 ⭣ 1,60 36,65 ⭡ 0,75 36,05 ⭣ 0,60

RICHARDS BAY (AFR) 31,00 ⭣ 0,45 33,75 ⭣ 0,20

SAMARINDA 24,65 ⭡ 0,10 17,10 ⭡ 0,20 15,05 ⭣ 0,20

TABONEO 24,55 ⭣ 0,05 16,95 ⭡ 0,40 16,80 ⭣ 0,45

GLADSTONE 23,75 ⭡ 0,05 21,80 ⭡ 0,05

RICHARDS BAY (AFR) 22,75 ⭣ 1,05

BALTIMORE 38,10 ⭣ 1,15 22,75 ⭣ 0,25

NEWCASTLE AUS 16,00 ⭡ 3,55 14,05 ⭡ 3,30

RICHARDS BAY (AFR) 10,70 ⭡ 1,35

BOLIVAR 12,05 ⭡ 0,90

CONTINENT

FAR EAST

KANDLA

VIETNAM

FANGCHENG ROTTERDAM

NEW MANGALORE FANGCHENG ROTTERDAM

COAL FREIGHT MATRIX 

CAPESIZE

~ 165,000 MT COAL

GO GIA FANGCHENG

SUPRAMAX

55,000 MT COAL

WEST COAST INDIA

KAMSARMAX

80,000 MT COAL

WEST COAST INDIA FAR EAST

WEST COAST INDIA FAR EAST ANTWERP

MUNDRA

SANTOS 44,45 ⭡ 1,60 69,05 ⭣ 1,00 70,85 ⭣ 1,00 69,75 ⭣ 0,85

CRDIP 57,30 ⭣ 0,25 55,30 ⭣ 0,25 80,05 ⭣ 0,25

MISSISSIPPI RIVER 46,20 ⭡ 0,75 77,45 ⭡ 4,10 74,75 ⭡ 4,00 92,10 ⭡ 5,30

YUZHNY 52,00 ⭡ 0,20 55,10 ⭡ 0,25 51,50 ⭡ 0,40

FAR EAST EAST COAST INDIA

CHITTAGONGROTTERDAM RIZHAO KASHIMA

CONTINENT

GRAIN FREIGHT MATRIX  

SUPRAMAX

55,000 MT GRAINS

SANTOS 42,80 ⭣ 2,00 68,50 ⭣ 5,40 77,90 ⭣ 6,05

CRDIP 43,90 ⭡ 0,30 43,40 ⭡ 0,30

MISSISSIPPI RIVER 43,10 ⭣ 2,50 73,60 ⭣ 3,70 79,95 ⭣ 3,95

YUZHNY NA N.A

ROTTERDAM RIZHAO KASHIMA

FAR EASTKAMSARMAX

66,000 MT GRAINS

CONTINENT
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VLOC 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 260 257 253

Deliveries 3 16 25

New orders 0 0 2

Demolition 1 12 25

Orderbook 2 5 21

Orderbook as % of fleet 1% 2% 8%

KAMSARMAX/PANAMAX 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 2,478 2,455 2,372

Deliveries 23 91 134

New orders 22 162 60

Demolition 1 8 8

Orderbook 239 231 161

Orderbook as % of fleet 9% 9% 7%

SUPRAMAX/HANDYMAX 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 2,749 2,729 2,703

Deliveries 14 46 16

New orders 8 58 51

Demolition 3 19 35

Orderbook 98 91 79

Orderbook as % of fleet 3% 3% 3%

CAPESIZE 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 2,154 2,139 2,062

Deliveries 24 87 107

New orders 8 107 78

Demolition 5 10 21

Orderbook 175 188 168

Orderbook as % of fleet 8% 8% 6%

ULTRAMAX 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 1,229 1,201 1,116

Deliveries 28 88 135

New orders 26 100 118

Demolition 0 3 1

Orderbook 238 204 193

Orderbook as % of fleet 18% 17% 17%

HANDYSIZE 2022 ytd 2021 2020

Active fleet 2,568 2,556 2,529

Deliveries 12 41 55

New orders 5 52 32

Demolition 0 15 22

Orderbook 98 98 91

Orderbook as % of fleet 4% 4% 4%

Vessel type dwt/unit Price $m Delivery Shipowner Builder Reported date

Bulker(4) 40 000 117.2 en bloc 2024
H. Vogemann Reederei 
Services/Germany

Jiangsu Dajin Heavy Industry + Jiangsu 
New Yangzi

18/03/2022

Bulker(2) 210 000
Compagnie Maritime 
Belge/Belgium

Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding H.I. 02/04/2022

Bulker(2) 63 500 Huaxia Financial Leasing
Nantong Xiangyu Shipbuilding & 
Offshore Engineering

31/03/2022

Bulker(10) 65 000 CITIC Financial Leasing Dalian Shipbuilding Industry 29/03/2022

Bulker(4) 63 500 130 en bloc 2024 George Economou/Greece
Nantong Xiangyu Shipbuilding & 
Offshore Engineering

13/04/2022

Vessel name Dwt Year Shipyard Gear Price $m Buyer

Coral Topaz 76 598 2007 Sasebo Heavy Industries/Japan mid/high 17 Korean

S'hail al Khor 75 259 2001 Hyundai Samho H.I./S. Korea 9,9 Undisclosed

Shao Shan 1
74 009 

1997 Tsuneishi Shipbuilding/Japan 8,6 Chinese

Lan Hai Sheng Hui 56 616 2011 CIC (Jiangsu) 4x30t RMB 130 Chinese

GDF Suez North Sea 55 848 2012 I.H.I. (Yokohama)/Japan 4x30t 22 Vietnamese

NZ Shanghai 55 303 2010 Jiangsu Qinfeng 4x36t at auction 16.9 Undisclosed

Elim Peace 51 187 2003 Jiangsu New Century Shipyard 4x30t rgn 12.5 Chinese

Dolce Vita
38 690 

2015 Chengxi Shipyard 4x30t rgn 25 Undisclosed

Nile Confidante 37 405 2012 Shandong Huahai 4x30t 14,25 Far Eastern

Ocean Falcon 37 152 2011 Hyundai Mipo Dockyard/S. Korea 4x30t rgn 18 Greek


